Creating an Advising “Class”
1. Contact OIT and request that an advising class be created for you
a. Specify name you want for your advising class (mine is named “Carole Pfeiffer Advising”)
b. You can start with an unedited class or have my course copied and make appropriate modifications
c. OIT can add your advisees to your class or you can add them manually
d. Once added, your advisees will see your advising class listed in their MOODLE “My Courses” after
you make class visible to students
e. After your advising class is created it will look something like this in your MOODLE “My Courses”

2. Modify your course
a. Click on your advising course link from your MOODLE “My courses”
b. Click on the Administration block and Edit settings
i. I chose Weekly Format
ii. Be sure to set Visible option to Show after editing is completed
c. I modified the General Section and added a Label to explain why the “class” was added to the
student’s My Courses
d. I also sent above information as an email to all advisees
e. In Week 5, I added a MOODLE Organizer (This is where the students will register for
appointment.)

3. Modify the Organizer

4. Click Save and display

5. When this screen displays, click to Add new slots to set times for advising

6. Make changes based on your advising preferences

7. Click Generate slots for daterange

and set start/end dates and Specific time frames

8. Click Review time slots
9. Time slots will display. You can Create time slots, go Back, or Cancel completely

10. Instructor view of completed Organizer

11. In instructor view, you can:
a. Add new slots
b. Edit selected slots
c. Remove selected slots
d. Print selected slots
e. Grade selected slots (where you can note missed appointments and allow to make new appointment)
Printing selected slots allows you to print a hardcopy of your advising schedule for the day(s)

12. Student view of Organizer

13. As an instructor in Registration status, you can Send reminders to all students without an appointment

14. Reminders can be an Auto-generated message or can have a Custom message added by instructor

IMPORTANT: You will need to create a new organizer for each semester’s advising. (I found this out the hard
way when I attempted to copy and then use my first organizer for a second time. Any student who had
registered in the first organizer was unable to register in the copied organizer.) This proved to be a good thing
because I just hide the past organizer, which electronically preserves each semester’s advising records. Also, it
really is easier to set up a new organizer instead of modifying time slots to work around a new semester’s
teaching assignments.

